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THE INCREDIBLE DADDY

INTRODUCTION

Hi, I am Dave Atkins. Thank you for downloading this e-book. I am the founder
of The Incredible Daddy, the online magazine that focusing on wealth, life,
entertainment, creativity, and phenomena. I am really appreciated if you can
help to give a ‘like’ to my growing fanpage for a support.
I am happy to share all my research and collection that I had done for you as
my website subscribers. This e-book contains all websites that can give you
additional cash and income with some efforts and some tips. Hope those
websites will help you to earn alternative income. You just need to be patience
and I believe you can. Through my research and experience, I will always revise
this e-book for our benefits. Always stay tune with The Incredible Daddy!
Note: Some of the links are affiliate links, so I'll receive a commission if you join
them. Just thought to let you know is better :)

Copyright Notice
This document is the copyright of The Incredible Daddy. You may use this for
your own personal use or others just for information purpose only provided
that you do so free of charge.
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CASH FROM WEBSITES
1. Swagbucks
Swagbucks offers payment for watching videos, taking online surveys, to playing games. You
can regularly earn around $25-100 per month just doing this. Swagbucks also offer cash
back shopping as SB points and can be redeemed for free gift cards from Amazon, Walmart,
and Paypal.

2. BestMark
BestMark is a mystery shopping job and pay based on your location. You can get paid to
shop and give the review. They also will reimburse your cost of service.

3. User Testing
UserTesting will pay for your evaluation of a new website that they send you via email after
you sign up. The evaluation is usually taking up about 15-20 minutes, the payment usually
around $10-15 per website.

4. Perk
Perk is growing rapidly and constantly adding new ways to make extra income. You can
download one of their many apps, including their popular Perk TV. Now they even have an
app that actually pays you to watch TV in your home.

5. TopCashBack
This website is unique in that it gives you 100% commission when you shop through them.
They don’t take a cut. They’re able to do this by allowing businesses to be featured on their
homepage. In other words, they are paid by the advertisers, which work out in your favor!

6. Zoombucks
Another website that pays you to watch videos, but they also pay for contests, completing
offers, playing games, and much more. Zoombucks will keep you busy earning extra income.

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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7. FushionCash
FushionCash pays you to watch videos, among other things. They’ll even pay you to listen to
the radio through a third-party service called RadioLoyalty.

8. CashCrate
Watching videos, shopping, playing games, winning contests, trying products—these are just
some of the ways CashCrate pays. That would explain why they are so popular.

9. InboxDollars
Get paid to watch videos, play games, and shop, among other things. While it won’t make
you rich, it will provide you with some extra cash.

10. MyGiftCardsPlus
This website offers competitive cashback rates for gift cards to different stores, and they are
powered by Swagbucks, which means they are another way to earn SB points while getting
cashback.

11. SendEarnings
SendEarnings will pay you to watch videos, play games and even shop at different stores to
buy the things you’re already buying. That’s just the beginning when it comes to what they
will pay you for.

12. Fat Wallet
Yet another great cashback website to use for comparison when shopping. Browse around
to see who offers the most cashback for what you’re buying and earn that money.

13. MyPoints
MyPoints will pay you for watching videos and playing games, like many of the other
websites here, but their main thing is cashback on popular websites like Amazon and
Groupon.
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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14. Extrabux
Up to 30% cashback at over 2,000 different stores! You will definitely be able to find a
retailer to shop with and get cashback through Extrabux.

15. Shop At Home
This is a cashback website that seems to focus on popular brick and mortar stores like
Walmart, Target, Sears, and Macy’s. However, they do offer cashback at more stores and
websites, so they’re good for comparing with other websites.

16. MainStreetSHARES
Formerly BigCrumbs, MainStreetSHARES is cashback shopping with an investing twist. You
receive cashback by shopping at online stores, but you also have the ability to earn virtual
shares (similar to stock shares) as part of their profit sharing program. This is truly unique.

17. Mr. Rebates
This is another great cashback website with most of the major stores to choose from. They
offer up to 30% cashback on a few stores, but 5% is standard to see for many of the retailer
websites they offer.

18. Second to None
This is another mystery shopper website like BestMark, but the shops are different.
BestMark seems to focus more on auto-related purchases, while Second to None focuses
more on smaller shops. One of their biggest assignments right now involves compliance on
alcohol and tobacco products at select stores. Occasionally, there could be an important
assignment (depending on your location) that could pay close to $100 for a few minutes of
work.

19. BeFrugal
Most of the cashback websites offer a $3 or $5 bonus for signing up—BeFrugal offers a $10
signup bonus. They offer up to 30% cashback on select stores, and up to 10% cashback on
Amazon.

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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20. Coupon Cactus
Yet another great cashback website that makes it really simple for you to find your cashback
coupon and go shopping. Coupon Cactus is also great for saving money in other ways.
Browse around their website to figure out all of the ways you can earn and save.

21. IntelliShop
IntelliShop is a great mystery shopper website, and it’s easy to sign up and get started. They
offer many different types of mystery shopping opportunities from all kinds of different
businesses.

22. Sinclair Customer Metrics
This is another great mystery shopping website. They offer fun ways to shop, evaluate
companies, and earn money while doing it.

23. Market Force
Market Force is a great mystery shopping company. I like that they not only have plenty of
stores to mystery shop at, but you’ll also get paid to eat! Market Force seems to have more
restaurants to shop at than the other mystery shopping companies.

24. InstaGC
You’ll get paid to watch videos, listen to music, shop, and do several other things. They also
have a very low minimum cash out—you can get paid after earning a single dollar.

25. Analysia
This is same concept as User Testing. Each test takes about 10-15 minutes and pays $10.
Analysia works the same way as User Testing—they will email you when a test becomes
available.

26. StartUpLift
Just like the two websites above, StartUpLift pays you to answer questions about different
websites. The questions each one pays a flat $5.
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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27. TryMyUI
This website pays $10 for 15-20 minutes of website evaluation. You’ll visit the website, and
then provide feedback on different aspects that the client is looking for.

28. Enroll
These tests fluctuate a little more than the other websites, as far as tasks to complete and
pay-per-test, but Enroll is another great option to sign up for and await emails telling you
when tests are available.

29. Cash For Laptop
You can make extra money by selling your old laptop, and this website will let you do it.
Payment by a cheque or Paypal.

30. i-Say
If you have some free time, you can make money completing surveys. Or, you can collect
points, and redeem them for gift cards from Amazon, iTunes, etc., or cash them in through
Paypal.

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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CASH FROM APPS
1. FOAP
Download from: Android | IOS
This is an apps that allows you to make extra money by taking photos. You can charge as
much as you like per photo, which means that your money-making opportunities through
Foap are virtually limitless. People are always looking for a huge variety of photos, and you
may be surprised at how much money you can make with a photo of your cat.

2. Bookscouter
Download from: IOS
If you have old books you want to get rid of, use this app to sell them. Scan the barcodes
with your smartphone, and Bookscouter will let you see comparisons of payouts from more
than 20 book buyback companies. Once you find the best offer, fill out some information
about where payments should be sent, and ship the books to the buyback companies.

3. Fieldagent
Download links: Android | IOS
This is a great apps that can help you earn money. From the main navigation window you can locate
jobs through the “Jobs List” or through the ”Map View.” Select a job to see additional details and
accept it. Once a job has been selected, you will have two hours to complete the task. Be sure you’re
near the objective before you start the task.

4. Sell Your Apple Devices
Download links: IOS
You can make extra money by selling your old apple devices, and this apps will let you do it.
Simply select the type of device you wish to sell, add a description of the device, pack it up
and ship it (free of charge), and get paid with a cheque or Paypal.

5. Expensify
Download links: Android | IOS
If you are having problems with your expense reports, you can save time and money by
using Expensify. This apps lets you capture receipts, track time and mileage, track business
travel, create expense reports, and more.
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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6. Ibotta
Download links: Android | IOS
Take photos of your receipts and receive rebates using this app. Sign up for a free account,
download the mobile app, and click on “Rebates”. Here you will find loads of great offers.
Rebates will vary depending on the product and the promotion.

7. Casual
You might be surprised, but the project management app Casual saves a great amount of
money by helping reduce fails with deadlines and problems with the team. Casual helps
handle tasks and projects in a new way: plan your tasks just by drawing them as flowcharts.
Amazing feature is that Casual helps visualize dependencies between tasks. Become much
more productive by using it.

8. Receipt Hog
Download links: Android | IOS
This is a lot like Ibotta, because you can take photos of receipts and get rewards points for
Paypal or Amazon gift cards. Unlike Ibotta, you don’t have to shop at specific stores. You can
shop anywhere, and still earn points. But, it is slower to cash out than it is with Ibotta.

9. NCP
Download links: Android | IOS
Earn rewards points as a panelist for Ncponline. Scan your purchases, and send the data in
to get points. You may also be contacted occasionally for opinions. You can make money
through this app, and it only takes an hour each week. You get points for every interaction,
and when you have enough points, you can cash them in for rewards.

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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CASH FOR WRITING ARTICLES
1. TopTenz
TopTenz serves over 2.4 million pages per month to more than 1.6 million satisfied visitors.
We publish top 10 lists that inform and entertain, focusing on topics that vary from the
norm and touch on the bizarre.
Alexa Rank: 22,580
Topics: Bizarre, Lifestyle, Travel, Entertainment, Science, etc.
Payment: $50
Quick: Homepage | Apply

2. ListVerse
Listverse serves over 30 million pages a month to more than eight million readers. We
publish lists that intrigue and educate, specializing in the bizarre or lesser-known trivia.
Every day we present three or more new, unique lists.
Alexa Rank: 3,674
Topics: Entertainment, General Knowledge, Lifestyle, Science, Society, etc.
Payment: $100
Quick: Homepage | Apply

3. The Dollar Stretcher
The Dollar Stretcher is a group of publications dedicated to “Living Better…for Less”. The
goal is to provide readers with ways to help them save time and money.
Alexa Rank: 97,537
Topics: Money, Food, Home & Auto, Lifestyle, Family, etc.
Payment: $0.10 per word or $50 per post, of 500 words.
Quick: Homepage | Apply

4. Reverb Press
Reverb Press is a news and lifestyle webzine which is the product of the talent and
dedication of a team of smart, savvy, talented writers, artists, and technicians.
Alexa Rank: 36,148
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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Topics: News, Politics, Justice, Business, World, Entertainment, etc.
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply
Reverb Press is different from other websites that are listed here as they expect content
from you on a regular basis. So, if your application is accepted then you can consider it like a
job and not as another writing gig. You can write about topics that you are passionate about
and at the same time they may also give you optional assignments. The pricing is
not mentioned but it says you will be paid depending upon your “output and audience
engagement.”

5. The Everyday Windshield
The Everyday Windshield is an online magazine dedicated to the journey of life through
faith, family, fashion, food, and fun.
Alexa Rank: 1,259,36
Topics: Faith, Family, Fashion, Food, Fun
Payment: $10 for the 1st post, $25 for the 2nd-5th posts, and thereafter $50 per
post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

6. The Daily Heckle
The Daily Heckle is a blog for bloggers who want to get paid for sharing their opinions.
Writers can earn money based on how popular their posts are.
Alexa Rank: 1,634,887
Topics: News, Sports, Politics, Travel, TV, Music, Movies, etc.
Payment: $7.5-$30
Quick: Homepage | Apply
Note: The Everyday Windshield and The Daily Heckle are listed here as they are regularly
publishing new blog posts.

7. CollegeHumor
CollegeHumor Media delivers daily comedic content, including videos, pictures, articles and
jokes, created and/or curated by the CollegeHumor staff. CollegeHumor Media attracts
more than 15 million monthly uniques and generates more than 100 million video views per
month.
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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Alexa Rank: 1,875
Topics: Humor
Payment: $25 per post plus bonus
Quick: Homepage | Apply

8. WritersWeekly
WritersWeekly.com is one of the oldest and most respected sites on freelance writing. It has
been published continuously since 1997.
Alexa Rank: 240,429
Topics: Freelance
Payment: $60 per post, of 600 words
Quick: Homepage | Apply

9. WOW! Women On Writing
WOW! is a global magazine, designed to support women’s creativity, energy, blood, sweat
and tears, throughout all stages of the writing process.
Alexa Rank: 461,290
Topics: Writing
Payment: $50-$150 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

10. Funds For Writers
FundsforWriters is an online resource for writers. We emphasize finding money to make
writing a realistic career. Of course, you’d write anyway. That’s the way of a writer.
Alexa Rank: 501,141
Topics: Writing
Payment: $50 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

11. A List Apart
A List Apart explores the design, development, and meaning of web content, with a special
focus on web standards and best practices.
Alexa Rank: 8,707
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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Topics: Web Design & Development
Payment: $200
Quick: Homepage | Apply

12. InstantShift
InstantShift is a design and inspiration related community for web designers and developers
daily resource, inspiration and premium web design and development.
Alexa Rank: 13,841
Topics: Web Design & Development
Payment: Depends upon quality and word count.
Quick: Homepage | Apply

13. Smashing Magazine
Smashing Magazine is an online magazine for professional Web designers and developers,
with a focus on useful techniques, best practices and valuable resources.
Alexa Rank: 2,032
Topics: Web Design & Development
Payment: Depends upon quality and word count.
Quick: Homepage | Apply

14. SitePoint
SitePoint provides cutting-edge content for web professionals — developers, designers,
programmers, freelancers and site owners.
Alexa Rank: 1,248
Topics: Web Design & Development
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

15. SpyreStudios
SpyreStudios is an online magazine about web-design & development and the myriads of
other topics that fall in between.
Alexa Rank: 35,424
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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Topics: Web Design & Development
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

16. Photoshop Tutorials
Photoshop tutorials for beginners to experts. Learn tips and tricks on how to use Photoshop
for photo editing, manipulations, designs, and more.
Alexa Rank: 43,636
Topics: Design
Payment: $25-$300
Quick: Homepage | Apply

17. UX Booth
UX Booth is a publication by and for the user experience community. Our readership
consists mostly of beginning-to-intermediate user experience and interaction designers, but
anyone interested in making the web a better place to be is welcome.
Alexa Rank: 35,436
Topics: UX, Design
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

18. Crazyleaf Design
Crazyleaf Design is a web design, illustration, and programming company. We build
functional, standards-compliant and aesthetically rich unique web sites.
Alexa Rank: 90,714
Topics: Design
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

19. AppStorm
AppStorm brings you not just reviews of apps, but we also round up into categorized lists,
give you how-to tips and tricks and combine with a healthy dose of related news.
Alexa Rank: 11,891
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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Topics: Apps (Mac, Windows, Web, iPhone, iPad, Android)
Payment: $60 per post
Quick: Homepage
AppStorm is an app review network and it’s composed of Mac AppStorm, Web AppStorm,
iPhone AppStorm, iPad AppStorm, Android AppStorm, and Windows AppStorm. You can
contribute to any of those websites and get paid for it.

20. Techopedia
From defining the latest tech buzzword to exploring enterprise-level decisions, Techopedia
aims to help you understand technology.
Alexa Rank: 20,342
Topics: Tech
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

21. WorldStart
WorldStart is looking for tips for our e-mail newsletter, WorldStart’s Computer Tips. This is
published daily to 300,000 readers and focuses on tips and tricks the average computer user
can utilize. We are also seeking feature articles for our website covering any and all aspects
of computing.
Alexa Rank: 69,214
Topics: Tech
Payment: $25-$50 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

22. Make Tech Easier
Make Tech Easier focuses on computer tutorials, how-to, hacks and fixes. Our motto is to
“Un-complicating the complicated, making life easier”.
Alexa Rank: 10,478
Topics: Tech
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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23. Wise Bread
Wise Bread is a community of bloggers to help you live on a small budget. Despite what you
may have heard, you don’t have to sacrifice your financial independence to enjoy life.
Alexa Rank: 17,441
Topics: Personal Finance
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

24. International Living
International Living have been helping people discover the world’s best places to live, travel
and retire since 1979.
Alexa Rank: 31,196
Topics: Entrepreneurship, Retired Overseas, Travel & Adventure, Short Blurbs
Payment: $75 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

25. Matador Network
Matador is the world’s largest independent travel publisher, with over 12 million unique
monthly visitors.
Alexa Rank: 5,278
Topics: Travel
Payment: $20-$25 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

26. GloHoliday
GloHoliday is a travel articles site that provides complete resources for traveling all over the
world, including holiday destinations, festivals, public holidays, hotel booking, flight
information and travel tips attracting thousands of monthly visitors.
Alexa Rank: 228,735
Topics: Travel
Payment: $40 per post + $3 per image
Quick: Homepage | Apply
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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27. BootsnAll
BootsnAll provides inspiration and resources to get you on the road.
Alexa Rank: 47,836
Topics: Travel
Payment: $30-$50 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

28. Viator Travel Blog
At Viator we believe that travel has the power to make the world a better place. This is our
place on the web to share our passion and inspire all of us to make that next trip.
Alexa Rank: 47,836
Topics: Travel
Payment: $40-$150 per post, depends upon word count.
Quick: Homepage | Apply

29. TheExpeditioner
TheExpeditioner is a travel site for the avid traveler featuring travel articles from some of
the best travel writers, from a premiere team of bloggers from around the globe.
Alexa Rank: 127,005
Topics: Travel
Payment: $30 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

30. Wand’rly Magazine
Wand’rly is an online magazine for full-time travelers.
Alexa Rank: 756,621
Topics: Travel
Payment: $0.05 per word for articles,and $10 per photo for galleries
Quick: Homepage | Apply

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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31. Scary Mommy
A parenting website for imperfect parents.
Alexa Rank: 9,084
Topics: Parenting
Payment: Up to $100 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

32. MetroParent
MetroParent is an online parenting community offering expert advice, stories on parenting
trends and issues, and numerous ways for parents to enrich their experience raising the
next generation.
Alexa Rank: 206,889
Topics: Parenting
Payment: Up to $350 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

33. Alaska Parent
Alaska Parent is a free, full-color family and parenting magazine, published 4 times per year.
As Alaska’s exclusive, all-in-one parenting resource, our readers include parents with
children ages newborn through teens, as well as expectant moms.
Alexa Rank: 1,781,147
Topics: Parenting
Payment: $40-$200 per post
Quick: Homepage | Apply

34. WorkingMother
WorkingMother is the digital hub of career-focused and entrepreneur moms, including best
companies to work for, tips and features focused on work and home.
Alexa Rank: 52,971
Topics: Parenting
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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35. Vela Magazine
Vela has taken steps to help close the byline gender gap by publishing exceptional
nonfiction written by women.
Alexa Rank: 682,123
Topics: Women
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Homepage | Apply

36. The Sun Magazine
The Sun is an independent, ad-free monthly magazine that for more than thirty years has
used words and photographs to invoke the splendor and heartache of being human.
Alexa Rank: 236,324
Topics: Essays, Short Stories, Interviews, Poetry, etc.
Payment: $300-$2,500 for non-fiction; $300-$1,500 for fiction; $100-$250 for poetry;
from $1,000-$2,000 for interviews
Quick: Homepage | Apply

37. Grasslimb
Grasslimb is a twice-yearly literary journal featuring prose, poetry and artwork. Just the
thing to read while you’re having a nice cup of coffee or tea!
Alexa Rank: 3,458,789
Topics: Poetry, Prose, Cartoons, Book & Music Reviews
Payment: $5-$20 for poetry; $10-$70 for prose; $15-25 for book & music reviews;
$15-$25 for cartoon
Quick: Homepage | Apply

38. About.com
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Unknown
Payment Method: Unknown
Quick: Apply | FAQ

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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About.com creates content that educate, answers and motivates millions of readers around
the globe. As a freelance writer, you can publish content on a topic of your choice (provided
you are an expert) whenever you want. Writers must have the ability to create clear,
understandable, impeccable, and reliable content.

39. Tuts+
Topics: Computer, Design, Code, Business, Gaming, Photo, Music, etc.
Countries: All
Payment: Unknown
Payment Method: Unknown
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Tuts+ creates videos, courses and tutorials to help people nurture their skills and technical
knowledge. Creative and experienced coders, designers, illustrators, photographers, web
designers, or anyone with expert knowledge on a particular subject can join their team as
tutors/writers because they have a lot of categories and subcategories.

40. Examiner
Topics: News, Entertainment, Lifestyle, Leisure, Sports, Tech, etc.
Countries: U.S. & Canada
Payment: Depends upon your writing skills.
Payment Method: Unknown
Quick: Apply
Examiner is an online entertainment, news and lifestyle network with content posted by
independent writers or Examiners (as they term it), from the U.S. and Canada. You need not
be a professional writer or journalist, your passion for writing factually accurate and
interesting stuffs will make your write-ups appear on this site.

41. Break Studios
Topics: Humor
Countries: U.S.
Payment: Unknown
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Break Studios owns highly popular and humorous websites like Break.com, MadeMan.com,
CagePotato.com, ScreenJunkies.com, HolyTaco.com and Chickipedia.com.

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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This well-trafficked community employs freelance writers with a passion for writing about
leading men’s entertainment brands. You can freely choose the topic you love before
creating some really smart, crisp, and witty content.

42. Cracked
Topics: Humor
Countries: Unknown
Payment: Unknown
Payment Method: Unknown
Quick: Apply
Cracked is one of the most popular comedy site in the U.S. It is ready to give a chance to
anyone who loves writing. Buy hey, the contribution should be funny, smart and creative –
be it articles, images, videos, or infographics. If you are a humorous and witty writer, then
it’s for you.

43. Demand Media Studios
Topics: All
Countries: U.S., Canada, U.K., Australia, & New Zealand
Payment: Unknown
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Demand Media Studios is a content agency that delivers articles for its network of websites
and publishing partners. Since they provide content to some of the premium web portals, I
would say, apply only if you have a good work experience with a great portfolio.

44. Copify US & UK
Topics: All
Countries: U.S. & U.K.
Payment: Up to $30 per 500 words
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Copify offers content creation services like copywriting, blog posts, web content, press
releases, and ecommerce content. They consider only experienced copywriters who are
from the U.S. or U.K. You can go to uk.copify.com if you are from the U.K.

<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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45. eCopywriters
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: Depends upon your writing skills.
Payment Method: PayPal, EFT
Quick: Apply | FAQ
eCopywriters produces web content, blog posts, infographics, content marketing
documents and product descriptions, to generate sales and help organizations build a strong
bond with customers. Only skilled writing professionals are preferred for creating wellresearched, high-quality content. While applying, you will be asked to submit a sample
write-up, based on which your skills would be determined.

46. iWriter
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Up to $15 per post (or 81% of the price of the article)
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ
iWriter is a content writing service with thousands of writers onboard. You’ll be able to
select the topic you like and the number of articles you want to create each day. iWriter
pays writers 81% of the price of each article. And they have advertised on their homepage
itself that one can get content written for as low as $1.25 per article. So, obviously you can’t
expect big bucks from them.

47. BKA Content
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: $5.50-$18.38 per 500 words
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | How It Works
BKA Content is a content agency that hand-picks their writers to make sure that they have
the right skills. If you want to apply as a writer then you must be a U.S. citizen and must be
able to write at least 3,500 words a week.
BKA Content responded to this blog post and confirmed that they are paying $5.50 to
$18.38 for a 500 word piece of content.
<----- BACK TO CONTENT
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48. WritersDomain
Topics: All
Countries: U.S., Canada, U.K., Australia, France and New Zealand
Payment: $15-$38 per page
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ | Guidelines
WritersDomain is part of an online marketing company that is hiring freelance writers to
deliver high-quality content to their clients. You have to write articles based on keywords
provided by them and if it’s approved, you get paid.

49. Purecontent
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Unknown
Payment Method: Unknown
Quick: Apply
Purecontent is a content agency that aims at providing high-quality content to its clients.
Skilled writers and editors (or both) from around the world can join their team. You need to
specify your subject of interest, specialism on the same, and fluency in other languages.

50. ArticleDocument
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: Depends upon your writing skills.
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ
ArticleDocument is a community for writers with different levels of experience and skillset.
The community provides opportunities for every writer across multiple genres and
industries. Once you become one of their writer, you can submit bylined assignments for
clients. The initial writing assignments will be to showcase your writing skills and build
a work portfolio. As you improve your writing skills they will unlock exclusive projects with
higher payouts.
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51. FreelancerCareers
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: $7-$31 per page
Payment Method: PayPal, AlertPay, Skrill, Wire Transfer
Quick: Apply | FAQ
FreelancerCareers is another online writing service that hires freelance writers. If you are
accepted, and have passed their online test then you will get access to their work and you
are free to choose from any of them. The website helps you develop your writing skills
encouraging your competencies to improve as a writer.

52. Writers.ph
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Up to $30 per page
Payment Method: PayPal, AlertPay, Skrill, Wire Transfer
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Writers.ph is a research agency in the Philippines that provides online writing services. If
you are experienced with a Bachelor’s, Master’s or PHD degree then you can apply as a
freelance writer. But to get hired, you must possess specialized knowledge on a subject and
pass their online grammar test.

53. BlogMutt
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: $8-$72 per post
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Blogmutt provides content to businesses with a blog. As a freelance writer, you will be
writing blog posts for these business blogs. Only if your content is accepted and used,
Blogmutt will pay you. Points are given to each writer for posting quality articles – more the
points, higher the pay.
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54. Hire Writers
Topics: All
Countries: U.S., Canada, Australia, United Kingdom, Singapore, & New Zealand
Payment: $2.25-$10.66 per 500 words
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Hire Writers is an author community where you can hire writers. So, if you are a freelance
writer you can write or rewrite articles, poetry, e-books, and Facebook fan page posts and
earn on the basis of word count and your writing experience.

55. Online Writing Jobs
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: $15-$50 per post
Payment Method: PayPal, Check
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Online Writing Jobs (formerly known as QualityGal) is a freelance writing forum allowing
writers from the U.S. to join its content team. The website’s support team is always
available to help writers improve their quality. Presently, the website pays $15-$50 per
article, depending on the project size and the writer’s skill.

56. AllWriting
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: $5-$15 per article
Payment Method: PayPal, Payoneer, Wire Transfer, Western Union, Debit Card
Quick: Apply | Terms
AllWriting looks dull but they mention clearly that you don’t have to be a native English
speaker; perfect grammar and writing skills are enough to grab their attention. To qualify as
a writer at AllWriting, you should have a valid email address and a cell phone number so
they can reach out to you, if required.
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57. EssayWriters
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: $4-$16 per page (depends upon the turnaround time)
Payment Method: PayPal, AlertPay, Skrill, Wire Transfer
Quick: Apply | FAQ
EssayWriters offers article and essay writing services. After signing up, you’ll be asked to
take a grammar test and finish a writing assignment. Upon qualifying the test, you will
receive an approval notification, after which you can continue taking writing orders from the
available list.

58. QualityText
Topics: All
Countries: Unknown
Payment: $4 per 100 words (for U.S. writers); $3 per 100 words (for non-U.S. writers)
Payment Method: Unknown
Quick: Apply
QualityText is a content agency that delivers all sorts of content. Their website looks
fresh but is incomplete and lacks transparency. They have mentioned pay rates for U.S. and
Non-U.S. writers but at the same time their “About” page says all their writers are native
English speakers.

59. The News Hub
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: $50/£30 for every article appearing in the top 10% of a category
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ | Payment Policy
The News Hub is an open journalism platform covering current affairs. Contributors have
the full editorial freedom to decide the approach of their content. You can be a writer,
journalist or photographer from anywhere and contribute. They pay a one-time $50/£30 for
every article appearing in the top 10% of a category plus there is a bonus of $150/£100 paid
to the top 6 authors.
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60. HubPages
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Not Applicable
Payment Method: Via Monetization Partners
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
HubPages is an interactive and informative online community for people who love writing
and exploring. As a ‘hubber’, you can share your ideas, questions, pictures, videos and
words with the world and join Ad programs of your choice to monetize your contribution.
Each unique Hub, as they call it, should be of 1150 words.

61. WhatCulture
Topics: Film, TV, Gaming, Music, Comics, Sports
Countries: All
Payment: £0.40 per 1,000 page views.
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: FAQ
WhatCulture is popular for its humorous, factual, and purely enlightening “listicles”. It
accepts videos and other sorts of content too.

62. The Penny Hoarder
Topics: Money
Countries: All
Payment: $75 per post plus up to $800 in traffic bonuses.
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: FAQ
The Penny Hoarder has over 2 million unique visits a month but it’s not exactly a revenue
sharing platform. It’s just a blog where you can share your unique ideas and views (from
anywhere around the world) on how to earn, save and invest money. When it’s prearranged they will pay a minimum of $75 per post plus a bonus of up to $800. The bonus
payout is applicable for all submissions and it works like this: you will get $100 when your
post hits 50,000 page views, and an additional $200 when it hits 100,000 page views, and an
additional $500 when it hits 250,000 page views. That is, you can earn a maximum of $800
per blog post. So, if you can write fun, friendly, blog-style stuffs and have hands on
experience with the aforesaid topics, just get in touch with their editor.
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63. Daily Two Cents
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: $1.50 per 1,000 page views
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
Daily Two Cents is a simple, but interesting, platform for sharing opinions, thoughts and
observations. It also offers a lucrative opportunity for writers to earn from their posts. The
payments are made on the basis of ‘the number of unique views’ a post is getting plus you
can make extra income via Amazon.

64. Xomba
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: 60% Ad Revenue Share
Payment Method: Google AdSense
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
Xomba lets you publish articles and, at the same time, interact with readers, fellow writers
and other users on this platform. Just make sure that you are writing proper English, not
overusing keywords or anything that can drop your article in the spam folder.

65. Triond
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: 50% Ad Revenue Share
Payment Method: PayPal, Check, Western Union
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
Triond lets you publish articles, photography, poetry, music, video and other sorts of online
content on its network of websites based on literature, business, sports, health and lifestyle
and many more. Triond shares 50% of the revenue generated by a content with its
contributor.
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66. Bubblews
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Unknown
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
Bubblews is an online content creation and ‘holistic macro-blogging’ platform, present in
over 240 countries, enabling writers to earn. The prime intention of this website is to
encourage writers to share their opinion. Writers earn an amount for each view, like or
comment on their posts. The payment, however, may vary from one country to another.
Note: I received a lot of negative feedback about Bubblews’ reliability, payment schedule,
customer care, etc. But I’m still listing them as they have an active website.

67. Bonzo Me
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: 80% Ad Revenue Share
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
Bonzo Me is an online community where you can make money from every action you take
— watching videos, commenting on posts, and promoting/sharing posts on social media
platforms. You can post cool videos and funny questions here too. If your posts become
popular, advertisers will run ads on them, and you will be paid!

68. Pukitz
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: $0.50 per article per month
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
Pukitz has a unique business model — it rents articles from bloggers and feature them on
their website. You can write about anything and submit it here. Once your article is
approved and published, you’ll earn a sum for keeping it published on this website.
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69. InfoBarrel
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: 75% Ad Revenue Share
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
InforBarrel is inviting everyone to become a contributor. You can submit articles, videos,
reviews and how to guides. There are two benefits: your content will be visible to everyone
on the internet and you can make extra money by sharing your knowledge.

70. GhostBloggers
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: Not Applicable
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
GhostBloggers is a marketplace for publishers looking to buy top-class content written by
ghostwriters from the U.S. Each article is meticulously checked by their in-house editors
before publishing. So, if your article is accepted then buyers can discover and purchase it.
The standard pricing is $3.5 per 100 words (or in other words, you will get $19.25 for a 550
word article) but you are free to change the pricing.

71. WriterAccess
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: 1.4 cents to $1.40 per word (or 70% of the price of the article)
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
WriterAccess is a content marketplace that connects clients with freelance writers via the
cloud. As an experienced writer, you can deliver write ups, blog posts, white papers, product
descriptions, etc.
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72. Zerys
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Not Applicable
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Sign Up | FAQ
Zerys is a content marketplace that brings writers and buyers together. You can sign up for
free and check your job board to see a list of available jobs. If you find something interesting
then you can accept a job and work directly with the client.

73. TextBroker
Topics: All
Countries: U.S., Canada, U.K., New Zealand, Australia, & Ireland
Payment: $3.5-$25 per 500 words
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: Apply | FAQ
TextBroker provides opportunities to experienced as well as new writers to create content
for corporations, small businesses, social media communities, e-commerce websites and
publishing houses. You have to submit a sample writing and they will review your content
quality before approval.
Note: Textbroker.com accepts only U.S. writers but if you are an English writer who is from
Canda, U.K, New Zealand, Australia, or Ireland then you can go to Textbroker.co.uk and
apply as a writer.

74. Scripted
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Not Applicable
Payment Method: Bill.com (U.S. Residents), PayPal (for non-U.S. Residents)
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Scripted is a content marketplace that allows businesses to hire freelance writers for blog
posts, articles, social media posts, etc. You can access jobs on Scripted via the Unclaimed
Jobs tab in your account or by pitching clients directly.
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75. Writtent
Topics: All
Countries: U.S., Canada, U.K, Australia, Ireland, New Zealand, and few others
Payment: Not Applicable
Payment Method: PayPal
Quick: FAQ
Writtent is a platform where clients can find and hire freelance writers by entering the
requirements. Before joining as a freelance writer here, make sure you’ve gone through the
Wirttent Academy website to get clear ideas on the quality and style that must be followed
to meet their standards. If you are accepted then potential clients can discover your profile
and can hire you at a rate that you have set for yourself.

76. Content BLVD
Topics: All
Countries: All
Payment: Not Applicable
Payment Method: Unknown
Quick: Sign Up | How It Works
Content BLVD is a marketplace for content creators and advertisers to work together. If you
are a content creator then you can showcase yourself on the platform so that an advertiser
can hire you.

77. Content Runner
Topics: All
Countries: U.S.
Payment: 85%-93% of the price of the article
Payment Method: EFT
Quick: Apply | FAQ
Content Runner is a content marketplace that connects people who need content with
people who can write content. Also try, Constant Content.
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Tips
Make a separate email account. You can use your personal email if you want, but
it’s best to set up a new email account that is specifically dedicated to making extra
income. This will keep your personal inbox clear and it will make it easier to organize
emails from these specific websites.

Don’t use these websites as a bank. As soon as you reach the minimum for
withdrawal, take your money. You never know if and when the website could
unexpectedly close. This way, you also won’t have to worry about any errors with
funds that you store at the website.

Don’t forget to pay your taxes. You may be surprised to find that you can easily earn
a few thousand dollars over the course of a year. The government will be interested
in this new endeavor as well. Make sure to claim the money as extra income and
report it properly on your taxes at the end of the year.
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